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ALSEP DATA FROM THE MOON 
The First 8 Billion Measurements 

The seismometer, powered by solar cells, 
provided pioneering lunar seismic data and 
operated during lunar daytime for 4-% 
months, well beyond the design life of two 
weeks. The package was in operation one 
month after the Apollo 12 ALSEP began its 
operation. The seismic data provided by this 
instrument set the stage for even more dra-
matic revelations of the nature of the lunar 
surface . 

The Apollo 12 ALSEP started operation in 
the Ocean of Storms in November 1969. 
This lunar laboratory with five major science 
data sensors was set up 500 feet from the 
Lunar Module . In addition to the seismo-
meter similar to that placed at Tranquillity 
Base, this system provides measurements of 
magnetic field intensity, the characteristics 
of the solar wind and lunar surface 
temperatures. 

Two years have passed since the n;iemorable landing of 
Apollo 11 at Tranquillity Base. A significant event during 
that mission was the establishment of history's first auto-
mated lunar scientific laboratory, called the Early Apo llo 
Scientific Experiments Package ( EASEP). Since July 1969 
there has been a scientific package operating on the Moon 
and to date a library of 8 billion science and engineering 
measurements has been catalogued. Each operating labora-
tory provides over 3 million measurements every day. 

The Apollo 12 ALSEP and all ALSEP's since then have been 
powered by a radioisotope electrical generator. This 72-watt 
power source permits continuous operation of these lunar 
laboratories . During 15,000 hours of operation to date, the 
Apollo 12 ALSEP has seen 21 lunar day-night cycles, sub-
stantially exceeding the mission life specification of one year. 
While responding properly to 10,000 commands sent from 
Earth, it has generated a library of almost six billion meas-
urements, all of which have been distributed to the scientists 
and engineers for analysis. 

In February 1971, the Apo llo 14 ALSEP started operation at 
Fra Mauro and after 4000 hours it continues to supply data 
from its five experiments. These experiments not only ex-
tend the spectrum of scientific investigations but also provide 
the opportunity for correlation between measurements taken 
at two locations separated by a distance of 181 kilometers. 
A total of 3000 commands have been transmitted to the 
Apollo 14 ALSEP. 

At the time of launch for Apollo 15 there are 11 major 
experiments in operation on the Moon including the Laser 
Ranging Retro-Reflectors of Apollos 11 and 14. 



ALSEP FOR APOLLO 15 
The Most Extensive Science Package 

IONOSPHERE/ATMOSPHERE DETECTORS 

The Lunar Ionosphere Detector and Lunar Atmosphere 
Detector are contained in a single instrument package. 
Ionosphere measurements include the energy and mass 
spectra of the positive ions close to the lunar surface. 
The sensor consists of two curved plate analyzers, one 
of which contains a velocity filter. Atmosphere meas-
urements of the concentration of neutral atoms at the 
lunar surface are performed using a cold cathode ioni-
zation gage. The measurement of the amount of gas 
will define both the normal atmosphere and the passage 
of gas clouds . 

SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER 

In addition to light, the Sun gives off a constant stream 
of high-speed, electrically-charged particles. This stream 
is called the solar wind. The Solar Wind Spectrometer 
uses seven Faraday cups to monitor the energy spectra 
and direction of the charged particles reaching the 
lunar surface. These measurements are used to investi -
gate the dynamics of this plasma flow and to infer the 
length, breadth, and structure of the Earth's magneto-
spheric wake . 
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COLD CATH ODE ION 
GAUGE 

HEAT PROBE IMPLAN TED 

HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT 

The objective of the Heat Flow Experiment is to provide 
the first direct measurement of the rate at which the 
Moon's interior is losing energy to outer space. The 
measurements are made with a number of precision 
bridge thermometers placed in two specially-dri lled, 
10-foot holes . The thermometers can measure tem-
peratures to an accuracy of 0 .1°c over the range of 200 
to 250°K., and can measure temperature differences 
between sensors 50 centimeters apart to an accuracy 
of o.002°c. 
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LASER RANGING RETRO-REFLECTOR 

The passive array of precision optical ref lectors deployed 
by the Apollo 15 crew completes a triangular network for 
precision ranging by Earth-based lasers. The Apollo 15 
LARR has 300 retro-reflectors, compared to 100 reflec-
tors on the Apo llo 11 and 14 arrays. The stronger return 
signal will permit smaller observatories to conduct ranging 
experiments. These reflectors have made possible the 
measurement of the Earth-Moon separation (240,000 miles) 
with an uncertainty of 6 inches. 

PASSIVE SEISMOMETER 

To pinpoint lunar seismic epicenters and to refine our 
understanding of the Moon's structure, a seismometer will 
be deployed at Hadley Rille . This instrument contains one 
short-period sensor mounted vertically and three long-
period sensors mounted orthogonally. It measures the 
frequency and amplitude of natural seismic events as well 
as the slow surface deformations which are caused by 
tidal forces. The detection of lunar motions is performed 
with hundreds of times more sensitivity than similar 
measurements on Earth. 

MAGNETOMETER 

The Lunar Surface Magnetometer measures the magni-
tude, gradient, and direction, at the Moon's surface, of 
the lunar magnetic field which is approximately one-
thousandth that of Earth. These measurements, when 
correlated with similar data from a lunar-orbiting mag-
netometer, make possible calculations of an internal 
temperature of the Moon. 



ALSEP SCIENTIFIC RESULTS 
Knowledge to Replace Theories 

SE ISMI C DATA 

Measurements obtained by the passive seismometers 
indicate that the outer structure of the Moon is not 
stratified like the Earth but is a collection of rock 
clumps. 

The seismometers have recorded man-made impacts on 
the Moon, including the Apollo 12 and 14 Lunar Modules 
and the S-1 V B booster stages of Apollo 13 and 14. The 
S-IV B impact signals exhibit an extremely large peak 
amplitude and persist for several hours, much longer than 
similar impacts would on Earth. Natural events can be 
divided into meteoroid impacts and moonquakes. 
Meteoroid impact signals occur almost daily. Moonquake 
signals occur several ti mes each month, mainly at the 
time when the Moon is nearest the Earth -- at perigee. 
It is believed that the high tidal stresses at the time of 
perigee trigger the release of internal strain, of unknown 
origin, causing moonquakes. 

The Apollo 14 Active Seismic Experiment indicates that 
the surface layer (regolith) at that site is 8.5 meters thick. 
The observed seismic propagation velocity of 104 meters 
per second,· in the surface layer, agrees with predictions 
based on passive seismometer data. 

MAG NETO METER DATA 

The measurement of a steady field of 36 gammas at the 
magnetometer location, combined with measurements of 
the magnetic gradient, indicate the possible presence of 
an extensive fossil remnant of a larger field, frozen in 
cooling lava. Superimposed on the steady field, the mag-
netometer detects time-dependent field changes. Correla-
tion of the changes with simultaneous measurements 
from Explorer 35, orbiting the Moon, indicates that large 
electric currents are generated deep in the interior of the 
Moon. The results correspond to a lunar temperature 
profile having an average value of 800°K down to about 
one-half the radius of the Moon and greater than 1200°K 
for material in the inner core. 
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MAGNETOMETER DATA CROSSING BOW SHOCK WAV E 

LUNAR IONOSPHERE DATA 

A number of phenomena are observed at regul ar intervals 
during each lunar cycle . Clouds of low energy ions are 
seen during each lunar day, especially near sunrise and 
sunset . Positive ions of high energy are detected between 
one and seven days following each lunar sunset. Ions 
having complex energy spectra, with rapid time-variations 
in intensity, are found during each passage through the 
transition region between the Earth's geomagnetic tail 
and the bow wave . Apart from the phenomena related to 
Earth-Moon position, several singular events have been 
recorded, including the effects of S-IV B impacts, lunar 
eclipses, and solar storms. The use of two ionosphere 
detectors (Apollo 12 and 14) permits moving ion clouds 
to be differentiated from temporal fluctuations. 

One lunar day-night cycle spans 29-Y2 Earth days as the 
Moon circles the Earth at a distance of 240,000 miles. 
This orbit takes the ALSEP systems through the un-
disturbed region of free space and through the wake 
in the solar wind produced by the Earth and the 
geomagnetic field. 

SOLAR WIND DATA 

Measurement of the flow of ionized gas, or plasma, in 
the solar wind is a function of the lunar day-night cycle, 
with four distinct regions of observation. No plasma is 
detected during the lunar night, when the Moon is 
between the Sun and the spectrometer. A second period 
of no measurable plasma occurs for 4-'h days while in 
the geomagnetic tail, when the Earth is nearly between 
the Sun and the spectrometer. Plasma that is less strongly 
perturbed by the Earth's field is measured for about three 
days on either side of the geomagnetic tail (in the transi -
tion region). During the remaining five days of each lunar 
cycle, outside the bow shock wave, the observed plasma 
parameters are consistent with interplanetary space probe 
observations. An unexpected bonus was obtained from 
the lunar impact of the Apollo 13 S-IV B booster stage, 
135 kilometers West of the spectrometer. Although the 
result(ng gas cloud was expected to be swept away by 
the solar wind, two clouds were observed; they arrived 
at the spectrometer from the North and Northeast 
directions. 

LUNAR ATMOSPHERE DATA 

Neutral particle concentrations of 2 x 1 o5 atoms per 
cubic centimeter are observed during lunar night. At 
dawn the concentration increases to 2 x 1 o7 in two 
minutes and then decays over approximately 50 hours 
to a daytime level of less than 1 x 107 . Transient 
increases in concentration are observed frequently 
during both lunar day and lunar night. 

TEMPERATURE DATA 

Temperatures up to 180°F during lunar day and -295°F 
during lunar night are recorded on the external surfaces 
of ALSEP equipment. A yearly cycle of daytime temper-
atures (summer-winter effect) has been established. This 
effect is caused by the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit 
around the Sun. During three lunar eclipses, ALSEP 
surface temperatures decreased rapidly, as much as 
3200F in two hours, and returned less rapidly to the 
original temperature. 
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CHARGED-PARTICLE DATA 

Low energy electrons are detected whenever the site is 
illuminated by the Sun. The possibility that they are 
photoelectrons liberated from the lunar surface is con-
sistent with variations recorded during a lunar eclipse. 

Rapid changes in solar wind flux are measured both when 
the Moon is in interplanetary space and when it is in the 
Earth's magnetospheric tail. The detection, in the magneto-
spheric tail, of electrons having energy spectra similar to 
those found above terrestrial aurorae has important impli-
cations regarding the general topology of the magnetosphere . 

LASER RANGING RETRO-REFLECTOR DATA 

Range measurements are being taken on a scheduled basis. 
Results to date indicate that the lunar lifetime requirement 
of several years, to obtain full scientific value, will be 
fulfilled . 



ALSEP AND THE FUTURE 
Expanding Frontiers 1n Lunar Science 

Apollo 16 and 17 science missions will carry experimental equipment for use on the lunar surface with primary objectives 
of completing measurement networks and conducting new scientific investigations. 

COMPLETION OF MEASUREM ENT NETWORKS 
ALSEP EXPERIMENT 

APOLLO MISSIONS 

11 12 14 15 16 

Apollo 16 will carry experiments simi lar to those on 
previous missions . Correlation of simu ltaneous meas-
urements taken at widely-separated locations on the 
Moon will pinpoint the sources of seismic events, 
clarify the time and space relationships of gas or ion 
clouds, resolve measurement ambiguities and rein-
force the scientific conclusions. The Tab le shows the 
composition of measurement networks for each 
ALSEP experiment . 

PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT • • • • • 
LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMET ER • • • 
SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER • • 
LUNAR IONOSPHERE DETECTOR • • • 
LUNAR ATMOSPHER E DETECTOR • • • 
ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT • • 
CHARGED·PARTLCLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT • 
HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT • 
LASER RANGING RETRO-REFLECTOR • • • 

NEW SCIENT I FIC MEASUREMENTS 

Apollo 17 ALSEP will provide four instruments to perform new scientific investigations. 

LUNAR SURFACE PROFILING EXPE RIMENT: 
Measures surface and near-surface response to artifi-
cia lly induced seismic energy; i.e., explosives charges . 
Physical characteristics of the near-surface materials 
can be inferred from this measured response. 

LUNAR MASS SPECTROMETER: Measures the mass 
spectrum to identify, and determine the density of, con-
stituents of the lunar atmosphere. The basic sensor is a 
magnetic sector mass spectrometer with a thermionic 
emission source. 

LUNAR EJECTA AND METEORITES: Measures: (1) 
long-term variations in cosmic dust influx rates, (2) 
extent and nature of lunar ejecta, and (3) radiant, flux 
density, and speed of particles in meteorite streams. 

LUNAR SURFACE GRAVI METER: Measures the verti -
cal component of gravity in three ranges, each related to 
the frequency or rate of change of the measurement: ( 1) 
tida l variations, (2) seismic activity, and (3) lunar free 
mode oscillations. The free mode data wil l be used to 
detect gravitational waves from cosmic sources. 

TRANOUI LLITY PLUS . . . 

• 

Lunar scientific data already collected in the two-year period, starting with the Apol lo 11 experiments at Tranqui lli ty, have 
provided significant contributions to man's knowledge of the lunar composition and environment. Some ear lier theories have 
been validated and others rewritten by the information already collected . The continuing long-term scientific measurement of 
the lunar exosphere, surface, and subsurface properties will further enhance our understanding of the Moon . It will also answer 
basic questions about the origin of the Earth, the Earth-Moon relationship, and interactions with the so lar system. 

The Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments packages transported 
to the Moon in the Apollo Program are developed by the 
Bendix Aerospace Systems Division under the direction of 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Manned 
Spacecraft Center. 

For additional copies please contact: 

ALSEP Program Director 
The Bendix Corporation 
Aerospace Systems Division 
3300 Plymouth Road 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107 
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Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP) 
Mission Assignments 

APOLLO 11 12 13 14 
DATE ON MOON July 20, 1969 Nov 19, 1969 February 5, 1971 

LUNAR Lunar Tranquillity Oceanus Fra 

SURFACE Location 
- Long. 

EXPERIMENTS - Lat. 

SEISMIC 
• Passive 
• Active 
• Seismic Profiling 

MAGNETIC 
• 3-Axis Magnetic Field 

PARTICLE 
• Solar Wind Spectrum 
• Iono sphere Detection 
• Atmosphere Detection 
• Charged Particle Detection 
• Mass Spectrum 
• Ejecta and Micrometeoroids 

SPECIAL 
• Heat Flow 
• Laser Ranging 

- 100 Reflectors 
- 300 Reflectors 

• Gravity 

Passive Seismic Experiment 
Measures the seismic and tidal movements of the Moon, 

the approximate azimuth and distance to epicenters of 
lunar seismic activity as well as the location and frequency 
of meteorite impacts. 

Short period 0.1 · to 1.0·sec seismic signals, vertical axis dis-
placement rate sensor, range : 1 .0 to 10,000 m µ 

Long period 0.7- to 15-sec seismic signals, 3 orthogonal 
axes displacement amplitude sensor, range : 1.0 to 

10,000 mµ 
Tidal signals: same three sensors as long period, but re· 

sponse peaked at 15 sec. 

Range: 0.01 to 0.4 arc-sec horizontal, 8 .0 to 320 mGal 
vertical . 

Principal Investigator : Dr. Gary Latham 
Lamont Doherty Geological 
Observatory 

Active Seismic Experiment 
Thumper Portion - Produces up to 227 gram-second im-
pulses to lunar surface. The impulses are detected with 
geophones whose sensitivity is such that a 5 m µ zero-to-
peak signal at 10 Hz will be 18 db above noise. The geo-
phone bandpass between 6-db down points is 3 to 250 Hz. 
T he experiment will measure elastic properties of the lunar 
subsurface to a depth of about 23 meters. 

Mortar Portion - Launches four grenade rockets charged 
with 454, 272, 136 or 45.4 grams of HNS explosive, which 
detonates on impact with the lunar surface . The energy of 
HNS is approximately 0.9 that of TNT. 

Principal Investigator : Dr. Robert Kovach 
Stanford University 

Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment (LSPE) 
Measures surface and near-surface response to artificially 

induced seismic energy . Physical characteristics of the near-
surface materials can be inferred from this measured re-
sponse. 

Sensitivity: 

Dynamic Range: 

Bandwidth: 

Data Rate: 

3.0 mil Ii microns (m µ) 

0.5to250mµ 

3 to 20 Hz 

3533 or 1060 bits per second 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Robert Kovach 
Stanford University 

Magnetometer Experiment 
Measures the magnitude, direction and gradient of the 

lunar surface magnetic field . 

Range: 0 to+ 400 gamma 
Resolution : ±. 0 .2 gamma 
Frequency Response : DC to 1 Hz 
Gradient Range : 0 .003 to 1 gamma/centimeter 
Axes: 3 orthogonal 

Principal Investigator : Dr. Palmer Dyal 
Ames Research Center 

Solar Wind Experiment 
Measures the flux and particle energy of ions and elec-

trons impinging on the lunar surface . 
Electron Energy Range: 6.0 to 1330 ev 
Positive Ion Energy Range: 18 to 9780 ev 
Particle Flux RangP.: 2.5 x 206 to 1010 particles/cm2-sec 
Field of View : 2 TT steradians 
Angular Resolution: ± 30 degrees 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Conway W. Snyder 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Base Procellaru m Mauro 
23.4°E 23.5°W - 17.5°W 

0.7°N 3.0°S - 3.7°S 

- - - -- - - --

- - -

- - - -
- - -- - -- - -- - -

- -

- - -- - --
-

ALSEP Instrument Data 
Lunar Ionosphere Detector Experiment 

Measures the energy, velocity, flux and mass of positive 
ions at the lunar surface. 

Velocity range: 4.0 to 9,350,000 cm/sec 
Low Energy Range: 0.2 to 48,6 ev 
High Energy Range: 10 to 3500 ev 
Ion Mass Range: 1 to 130 AMU (low energy range only) 
Flux Range: 1 to 106 particles/sec 

Principal Investigator: Dr. John Freeman 
Rice University 

Lunar Atmosphere Detector Experiment 
Measures the pressure of neutral particles to indicate the 

pressure of the lunar atmosphere. 

Range: 10-6 to 1 o-12 torr 
Accuracy::+:. 50% < 1 o-10 torr < :+:. 30% 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Francis Johnson 
University of Texas 

Charged Particle Lunar 
Environment Exper iment 

Measures the energy of positive and negative charged 
particles impinging on the Moon's surface and counts the 
number of such particles . 

Ion Energy Range: 40 to 80,000 ev 
Flux Range: 105 to 1010 particles/cm2-sec-steradian 

Principal Investigator: Dr . B. J. O'Brien 
University of Sidney 
Sidney, Australia 

Dust, Thermal, Radiation Engineering 
Measurements (DTREM) 

Measures long-term changes in response of specially 
treated solar cells to ambient solar radiation and thus pro-
vides an indication of the rate of dust deposition. Proton 
radiation dosage is also indicated in three ranges (Mev): ::.0, 

> 4.5, > 9. From associated temperature measurements, 
the lunar surface brightness temperature may be derived. 

Lunar Mass Spectrometer ( LMS) 
This instrument will identify and determine the density 

of constituents of the lunar atmosphere. Basic sensor is a • 
magnetic sector mass spectrometer with a thermionic emis-
sion ion source. 

Mass ranges: 1 to 4, 12 to 48, 27.4 to 110 amu. 

Principal Investigator: Dr . John H. Hoffman 
University of Texas 

Lunar Ejecta and Meteorites Experiment (LEAM) 
An experiment that measures: ( 11 long-term variations in 

cosmic dust influx rates, (2) extent and nature of lunar 
ejecta, and (3) radiant, flux density, and speed of particles 
in meteor streams . 

Particle Velocity Range: 1 to 75 km/sec 

Particle Energy Range: 1 to 1000 ergs 

Particle Momentum Range: 2.5 ( 101 ·5 to 7 ( 101·4 dyne-sec 
Minimum Frequency of _

4 Detected Particles : 10 impacts/m 2/sec 

Angular Resolution 
of Radiant: .± 26° 

Sensor Fi eld of View: ± 60° 

Principal Investigator: Otto Berg 
·Goddard Space FI ight Center 

15 16 17 
July 31, 1971 April 2 1 1972 Dec. 10, 1972 

Hadley Descartes Taurus 
Rille Litt row 

3.7°E 15.5°E 30.8°E 
26.1°N 9.0°S 20.2°N 

- - -
- - -
- -- - -

- -- - -- -
- -
- -- -- - -

-- -
- -

Heat Flow Experiment 
Measures the heat flow properties of the moon. 

Conductivity Range : 5 x 1 o·6 to 1 x 1 o-3 cal /cm-sec ·0 c 
Temperature Differential : Any ± 2° K range between 200 
and 250° K with sensors 50 centimeters apart . 

Principal Investigator : Dr. Mark Langseth 
Lamont Doherty Geological 
Observatory 

Laser Ranging Retro-Reflector (LRRR) 

A passive array of precise optical retro-reflectors aimed 
at the Earth to provide an efficient target for Earth-based 
laser-ranging equipment . Each retro -reflecting element is a 
1.5-in .-diameter fused quartz corner. 100-element arrays were 
emplaced by crews of Apollo 11 and 14. The 300-element 
array of Apollo 15 will (a) increase ranging accuracy and 
dependability (bl permit smaller telescopes (40") to detect 
useful signals. Signals from 3 reflectors permit measurement 
of the moon's libration components. 

Use of the LRRR permits measuring the 1/4-million-mile 
separation of Earth and Moon to±. 15 cm. 

Principal Investigator: Dr. J. E. Faller 
Wesleyan University 

Lunar Surface Gravimeter (LSG\ 
An experiment that measures the vertical component of 

gravity in three band pass ranges: tidal variations, (de to 1 
cycle/minute) seismic activity (0.05 Hz to 16 Hz) and lunar 
free mode oscillations (1 cycle/20 min. to 2 cycles/min) . 
The ·ratio of lunar 'g' to earth 'g' is measured to 1 part 
in 1 o5. The lunar free mode oscillation data is processed 
and used to detect gravitational waves from r;nsmic sources: 
Range: Earth, 980.7 ±. 3.8 gal 

Lunar, 162.8 ±. 1.9 gal 
Resolution: 2 microgal for tidal variations 

0.001 micron for seismic activity 
0.008 microgal for free mode oscillations 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Joseph Weber 
University of Maryland 

Central Station 
Focal point of the ALSEP which provides power and 

command control, data processing, and data transmission 
relative to measurements of lunar characteristics. Key func-
tions are: 

Transmits 106 ten-bit measurements per second 
with 1.0 w carrier output 

Formats and processes all digital science data 

Provides 90 additional channels of analog engineering 
measurements 

Receives, decodes, and channels up to 100 different 
ground commands throughout the system to imple· 
ment complex functional mode changes. • 

Radiosiotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG) 
A SNAP-27 power supply provides all electrical power 

for the ALSEP deployed on the Apollo 12 mission. Similar 
RTGs will be used wi th future ALSEPs. The Apollo 11 
system ( EASEP) was solar-powered. 

Fuel: 

Thermocou pies: 

Output: 

Radioisotope capsule 

442 

68 to 80 w at 16 v 

g 











NEWSBUREAU, THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
Aerospace Systerns Division 
Contact: Daniel Ho Schurz 
Cape Kennedy: 305 78L~-0042 
Houston: 713 488-1090 

HEY \ti.HO'S STOMPING _ .. J--~~-...·-------
AROUND ON THE MOON? 

For Immediate Release 

KENNE:DY SPACE CENTER -- When Astronaut Neil Armstrong stomps his size 11 

boots on the lunar surface next week, earthlings may hear the crunch. 

The sound wil1 come from a 112-pound self-contained seismic station so 

sensitive it can detect the slightest motions on the lunar crust, even Armstrong's 

footstepso 

The seismometer is one part of experimental package EASEP, built by The 

Bendix Corporation, that the astronauts will carry on the Apollo 11 voyage. 

The seismometer has its own radio transmitter, powered by solar cells, and 

can respond to as many as 37 commands from eartho 

It has been designed to reveal information about the moon's composition 

and the relationship of the earth to the moon. 

The other part of the EASEP package is a laser ranging retro-reflector, 

an array of precision optical reflectors that will serve as a target for earth-

based laser systems. 

The reflector will contribute to precii:;e measurement of the earth-moon 

distance and help determine more precisely the distance on earth between a pair of 

laser pointing beamso The Bendix engineers say this should tell us more about how 

continents slide and the earth wobbleso 

The lunar astronauts are scheduled to spend up to 2 hours and 40 minutes 

on the moon's surfaceo In addition to deploying the Ell.SEP package they will collect 

enough lunar soil and rocks to fill a wheelbarrow, take pictures, and plant a 3-by-5 

nylon American flago 

- 0 -



NEWSBUREAU, THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
Launch Support Division 
Local Contact: Bill Lyerly 
Cape Kennedy: 305 867 -8038 

BENDIX FACT SHEET --
FOR 

APOLLO 11 

For Immediate Release 

Bendix Launch Support Division, Kennedy Space Center, Flao: 

Personnel operate and maintain major systems associated with the two 
launch pads, three mobile launcher towers on which the Saturn V's are 
assembled and launched, the two giant transporters that move the equip-
ment from the parking area to the pad, the Complex control center, 
the industrial water facility, the fire extinguisher pumping station, 
and the major launch support systemso 

Technical Shops Department assembles and services the wide variety 
of electronic systemso 

Systems Components Laboratory cleans and tests ground support equipment, 
flight systems and components. 

High Pressure Gas Department maintains and operates the high pressure 
gas converter compressor facilities, pneumatic distribution subsystems, 
mobile converters and tube banks at the launch siteo 

Industrial Operations Branch provides maintenance and operations 
personnel for NASA manned spacecraft test and checkout facilities 
within the space center indust;r'ial areao 

Systems Safety Support Department monitors high-hazard operations to 
insure the safety of all personnel and property during the handling 
and testing of space vehicles, including the Self Contained Atmospheric 
Protective Ensemble Suits. 

Bendix Microwave Devices Division, Franklin, Ind.: 

Wavemeters, used in transmitting systems in tracking stations, monitor 
global and direct communications hookups. 

Coaxial reed switches serve in much of the equipment including the "Man 
Pack" communications to be carried by the astronauts on their first 
moon walko 

Bendix Instruments and Life Support Division, Davenport, Iowa: 

S-lC engine cut-of f sensors detect liquid level and initiate shutdown 
when the fuel is nearly expended by the first stage booster. 

- more -
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BENDIX FACT SHEET -- 2 

S-lC propellant loading level systems fill and maintain the fuel in 
the first stage booster to the proper levelo 

Thrust-to-weight-ratio-indicator measures the acceleration forces in 
terms of the moon's gravitational force and thus aids in the lunar 
landing. 

Longitudinal accelerometer tells the fore and aft acceleration during 
all phases of the flight. 

Barometric altimeter indicates the proper altitude for manual parachute 
deployment. 

Bendix Aerospace Systems Division, Ann Arbor, Mich.: 

Early Apollo Scientific Experiment Package includes one experiment that 
reflects a laser beam that will measure the exact distance between 
the earth and the moon, and another that records moonquakes much as a 
seismograph does earthquakes. 

Bendix Field Engineering Corporation, Owings Mills, Md.: 

Engineering support encompasses the areas of researching and designing 
new electronic components, installing an<l testing the tracking stations. 

Apollo 11 Mission Coordinator serves as the right hand of the Apollo 11 
NASA planner. 

Network Support Group develops, writes and publishes operational pro-
cedures, equipment tests, computer programs and checkout procedures 
for the mission support. 

NSG engineers simulate the actual mission and test reactions to real 
problems as they develop. 

NSG operating communications center transmits mission traffic to the 
networko Technical personnel will advise in the event of any station 
equipment failure and provide new information should requirements 
change during the course of the mission. 

operates and maintains 11 NASA Manned Space Flight Network stations, 
one Network Test and Training Facility, five NASA Space Tracking and 
Data Acquisition Network stations, and four NASA Deep Space Network 
stations. 

Bendix Electronic Components Division, Sidney, N.Yo: 

manufactures teflon braided cables and gold-plated electrical connectors 
which constitute the electronic nerve system of the life support system 
that controls the space capsule's environmental atmosphere. 

- more -
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supplies electrical connectors for the Rocketdyne engines powering 
the first and second stages of the Saturn. 

Bendix Navigation and Control Division, Teterboro, NoJ. 

ST-12L~ inertial guidance system p:cesents a.ltitude and acceleration 
data to keep Saturn on course. 

Range rate indicator shows the pilots of the LM the distance from 
and rate of approach to their destinationo 

Descent engine servo system throttle actuator controls the descent 
engine's fuel and oxidizer flow valves to provide the proper rate 
of descent for a soft landing on the moon's surface. 

Bendix Scientific Instruments and ECJ.uiprnent Division, Rochester, NoY. 

High-vacuum themocouple gauges monitor the vacuum on liquid gas 
storage tanks and low-temperature fuel transfer lines. 

High-vacuum thin-film evaporators put controlled emissivity gold 
coating on instruments for uniform temperature controlo 

Space and environmental simulation chambers simulate the space environ-
ment's effects on components, vehicles a.nd capsuleso 

High-vacuum systems are used for many experiments including the 
selection of fireproof space.suit materials and friction and lubrication 
studieso 

Dosimeter monitors the level of X-rays and gamma rays and is carried by 
astronauts a 

Vacuum-jacketing fuel transfer lines and flow valves maintains gases 
in the liquid state and at very low temperaturesa 
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BACKGROUND MEMO 

ON 
BENDIX AND THE SPACE PROGRAM ,,, .. _.,.. 

For Imm~~ate Release 

The Bendix Corporation is deeply involved in the nation's space effort and 

will play an important role in the Apollo 11 mission set for Wednesday, July 16. 

From Kennedy Space Center to the Apollo tracking stations around the world, 

the company will have more than 4,000 men directly involved in the lunar landing 

mission. 

Bendix is ranked sixth on NASA's list of 100 major contractors. Its sales 

in 1967 of products, systems and services to space contractors amounted to 

$166,751,000, or 13 per cent of the company's total sales in the non-commercial 

classification. 

Starting on the production line, the company's divisions turn out several 

key components for the Saturn, such as the inertial guidance platform that helps 

steer the booster rocket and its payload into orbit. The platform is spherical in 

shape, weighs about 115 pounds and measures 21 inches in diameter. It is made by 

Bendix' Navigation & Control Divisi on, Teterboro, N.J., which has participated in 

the Saturn program since 1961 and has supplied inertial guidance platforms for 

Saturn 1 and lB as well as Saturn V, the vehicle used for Apollo 11 and subsequent 

manned missions to the moon. 

Other Bendix components include: 

-- A range rate indicator for the four-legged lunar module designed to keep 

Astronauts fully informed of their landing and ascent operations during th~~r trip 

the moon. 
- more -
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-·- A throttle actuator for the lunar module that controls the engine's 

descent to ensure a soft landing on the moon's surfaceo 

-- A longitudinal accelerometer to monitor fore and aft acceleration forces 

during all phases of orbj. tal and subuorbi ta.1 :flight a 

The frequency standard, used in the static power supply package, that 

energizes the guidance platforma 

Gold-plated connectors and EMR (electro-magnetic radiation) hardware 

to overcome radio frequency interference, a major obstacle in manned space flighto 

Cable assemblies that electrically connect the various circuits of the 

unit that controls the astronauts' oxygen, humidity, temperature and waste removal 

systemso 

An air pump used to inflate three air bags that right the capsule if it 

capsizes (as in the case of Apollo 7) on ocean landinga 

~l!!~§..UP.E2E..i 

At the Cape, Bendix Launch Support Division personnel under contract to NASA 

provide all direct support required for launch vehicle and spacecraft operationso 

This includes operation, maintenance and site management of launch complexes~ test 

facilities and ground support equipmento Bendix is also responsible for the 

requisitioning and dispersal of propellants and gases, storage and dispersal of 

ordnance, the operation of life-support facilities and specialized laboratories, and 

engineering functionso 

At Complex 39, the area from which the astronauts will be launched, on their 

lunar landing mission, Bendix specialists maintain and operate major systems on the 

launch pads, three mobile launcher towers upon which the Saturn V vehicles are 

assembled and launched, the mobile service structure that stands adjacent to the 

launch vehicle on the pad during pre-flight checkout, and two giant transporters 

that carry the Saturn V and its launcher to the pado 

- more -
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Bendix also maintains the 141 lifting devices -- elevators, cranes, plat-

forms, hoists and the 500-foot vertical doors -- inside the Vehicle Assembly 

Building a 

12 Around the World 

The start of Apollo 11 mission will be the call to duty for Bendix technicians 

stationed at 12 NASA tracking stations around the world. A corpora.te subsidiary, 

Bendix Field Engineering Corporation of Owings Mills, Mda, operates the stations 

as well as providing a wide range of support functionsa 

The subsidiary was also selected to provide logistics support services for 

both the Manned Space Flight Network and STADAN (Space Tracking and Data Acquisition 

Network), which monitors data from scientific and technological spacecrafta 

The combined r.etworks comprise 50 world-wide sites, ships, instrumented 

aircraft, communications and switching centers, spacecraft control centers, mobile 

units and a training center. 

Field Engineering has been providing logistics support to STADAN since 1958 

and to the Manned Space Flight Network since 1961. In addition, the subsidiary 

provides similar support to the Deep Space Network, which communicates with unmanned 

space vehicles traveling 10,000 miles beyond Eartha 

Bendix also maintains a flight operations section with a fleet of four-

engine aircraft assigned to test the operational readiness of men and machines in 

the spacecraft tracking stationsa 

Titanium-Wheeled Vehicle ________ ,.. 

On future lunar missions, astronauts may crawl about the surface in a lunar 

roving vehicle designed by the Aerospace Systems Division at Ann Arbor, Micha 

The four-wheeled vehicle, called an LRV, features outer flexible titanium 

rings that can flatten and contour themselves to lunar surfaces to provide the 

needed tractiona 

- more -
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The same division has developed the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments 

Package (ALSEP), a group of scientific experiment subsystems and related supporting 

subsystems for studying the moon, and the Early Apollo Scientific Experiment Package 

(EASEP) that will be deployed and left on the moon by Apollo 11 astronautso 

The ALSEP system is intended to provide advanced scientific study of the 

lunar environment, particularly in the fields of geology, geophysics and geochemistry. 

EASEP is less complex, containing two experiments designed to reveal informa-

tion about the moon's composition and the relationship of the earth to the moon. 

In summary, Bendix has been -- and is now -- significantly involved at all 

levels of the space program. The corporation has provided a continuous input of 

products, services and technology since the days of Project Mercuryo 

Many of the company's divisions have contributed to the space .effort, but 

particularly the Navigation & Control Division at Teterboro, N.J., the Launch Support 

Division at Cape Kennedy, Fla., the Aerospace Systems Division at Ann Arbor, Mich., 

Instruments & Life Support Division at Davenport, Iowa, and Bendix Field Engineering 

Corpo at Owings Mills, Md. 

The success of Apollo ll and subsequent missions will be in no small measure 

due to Bendix personnel and equipment. 
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For Immediate Release 

ELECTRONIC LIGHTHOUSES GUIDE ------ --
VOYAGERS ON OCEANS OF SPACE 

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER -- Like gigantic lighthouses guiding America's voyagers 

on the oceans of space, three 85-foot antenna tracking stations will keep the Apollo 

11 spacecraft floating straight into history and to its port of call -- the moon. 

They're at Honeysuckle Creek near Canberra, Australia; at Goldstone, north 

of Barstow, Calif.; in a Spanish village 60 kilometers west of Madrid, the 

three tracking statio::is, located about 120 degrees apart in longitude. They will 

watch, listen and direct the three-man Apollo crew past the obstacles of the journey. 

The Bendix Field Engineering Corporation operates the Madrid and Goldstone 

stations. Australians operate the Honeysuckle Creek station" 

.Forming a continuous electronic blanket around the earth, the stations are 

the world's space vanguard" Always in contact with the astronauts as they orbit 

the moon or walk upon its surface, the stations are the first on earth to see, the 

first to hear, the first to inform the world of Apollo's progress. 

Cocked moonward, the massive antennas are the only source of contact between 

the sojourning explorers and the earth. Bendix engineers and technicians hear every 

word spoken, watch every maneuver of the spacecraft and monitor the activities of 

the astronauts, even to their heartbeatso 

The tracking stations are the relay point between the orbiting spacecraft 

and mission control at Houston. They transmit and receive voice communications, 

television and engineering and scientific data. 

As the lunar module separates from its mother ship and heads for the mo?n's 

surface, Bendix technicians at the Goldstone station will monitor the descent and 

confirm the touchdown. 

It will be, at long last, Man on the Moon. 
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SPA.CE l~LIGH'I' NETWORK 

READY FOR APOLLO 11 

For Immediate Release _... ____ ._..,._~~--

KENNEDY SPACE CENT:i.ill -- Eight years after the birth of the Manned Space 

Flight Network the intr:i.cate tracking complex will fulfill its prime objective --

supporting the spacecraft carrying the first men to the moon. 

Since June 1961, when the MSFN became operational in support of Project 

Mercury, it has been the "eyes and ears" of manned space flight successively 

through Projects Gemini and Apollo. A.s manned spacecraft complexities increased 

while America moved closer to a lunar landing, the ability of the MSFN to support 

astronauts in flight has had a corresponding increase in complexity. 

Seventeen stations made up the Mercury network, and, since speed and 

efficiency of operations was necessary, U. S. national ranges under the Department 

of Defense and the Australian Department of Supply were used to the maximum extent 

possible. When America moved into Project Gemini the network requirements became 

more demanding. The MSFN would have to track a two-man spacecraft and a target 

vehicle; monitor rendezvous and docking maneuvers and extra vehicular (space walk) 

activities. The Gemini network exchanged about 40 times the amount of information 

as that of the Mercury networko 

Unified S-Band _....,... _____ ... ,_~,_..,._ 

As America began the third and final step toward a lunar landing, Project 

Apollo, the unified S-barrl. tracking network was designed with the specific purpose 

of providing reliable support to astronauts on lunar missions. To and from deep 

space, almost 250,000 miles from earth, the network was required to collect_data, 

transmit commands and track the spacecraft and its crew. 

·- more -
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SPACE NETWORK -- 2 

The Apollo network, under the direct management of NASA's Goddard Space 

Flight Center, Greenbelt, Mdo, is made up of Apollo aircraft (instrumented versions 

of the Boeing 707), ship stations, and land stations that are located along the ground 

path' of the orbiting spacecrafto They are constructed in low habitability regions so 

that manmade electromagnetic interference does not distort the faint signals received 

from spaceo Many of the stations have been maintained and operated by Bendix Field 

Engineering Corporation, Owings Mills, Mdo, which has been a principal space-tracking 

organization since the beginning of the space ageo 

§5-~!}n~eTl!1~-§.!~ .. tLc:E.e. 
For the climactic moon landing mission, the Apollo network will consist of 

eight Apollo aircraft, four ship stations and 17 land stationso Included in the land 

stations are the three 85-foot antenna stations at Madrid, Spain; Canberra Australia; 

and Goldstone, California; the backup stations of Deep Space Network at the same 

three locations; the Deep Space Netwo:i:·k' s 210.-foot Mars antenna at Goldstone, and 

the National Radar Astronomy Obser vatory's 210- foot antenna at Parkes, Australiao 

Fourteen of the land stations will be operated by Bendix Field Engineering Corporation. 

Mission success requires a lot more than peopJ.e and equipment, however. 

Network personnel must meet special qualifications a!1d are formally trained in Apollo 

equipment and procedures at Goddard's Network Test and Training Facilityo These 

engineers and technicians must continualJ.y modify equipment and update associated 

technical reference documentso At the same time, project personnel must develop 

and provide several hundred tests and operating procedures that will ensure readi-

ness of station personnel and equipment to funct:i.on in unity with the network and 

operations controL They also operate a logistics system that will continue to 

provide needed materials as diverse as "Q-tips" and 73-ton antennas in a routine 

or emergency mannero 

-- more --
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SPACE NETWORK -- 3/ 

The Manned Space Flight Network represents a big part of NASA's global 

tracking and data acquj.sition networks, a huge national resource, located in the 

Uo So and 16 foreign territorieso MSFN facilities alone represent a capital invest-

ment of over $600 milliono In addition to the Apollo missions, the NASA tracking 

networks, are used to support about 60 unmanned scientific missions each yearo 

Bendix Field Fu1gineering Corporation has about 3,000 personnel maintaining and 

operating various stations a.nd providing network support serviceso 
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NO TV FOR APOLLO'S 

TOUCH OF BURLESQUE 
---·~--

- . 

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, Fla. -- There'll be a burlesque touch to the next 

manned space flight, but it won't be among the pictures televised from the cabin 

of the Apollo 9 spacecraft. 

Jimmy Durante, who has won renown for a particular part of his facial 

anatomy, has tentatively accepted an invitation to dedicate -- with his own thing --

the eight modified Boeing 707s that will provide a critical communications link 

between earthlings and Astronauts Jim McDivitt, David Scott and Russell Schweickarto 

These planes, each distinguished by a 10-foot nose, carry 25,000 pounds 

of Bendix electronics and communications equipment and will be aloft over open ocean 

areas to receive and transmit messages that are inaccessible to ground tracking 

stations. The eight planes perform the work of 30 ships. 

On this mission McDivitt, Scott and Schweickart will separate and later 

rendezvous on the fifth day of their 10-day earth orbit. It's set for launch 

Friday, Feb. 28. 

B_ehearsal for Apollo 11 

The rendezvous is a rehearsal of the techniques needed to fly a lunar 

module back from the moon's surface into lunar orbit and to a meeting with the 

waiting Apollo command cabin for the trip back to earth. 

While Apollo 9 may be slightly less spectacular than Apollo 8 which 

orbited the moon -- it could be much trickier. "The all-important go or no-go 

decision," explains Air Force Lt. Colo Lloyd L. McQuay, who is in charge of three 

of the eight aircraft, "depends not only on the condition of the Apollo, but also 

on the flawless performance of the Bendix equipment on board our planes." 

(more) 



TOUCH OF EURLESQUE--2/ 

While the mission is backstopped by battalions of scientists, Bendix 

communications experts, technological specialists and all sorts of other skilled 

earthlings, the job of 49-year-old McQu~y will be ticklisho 

The planes, called ARIA (Apollo Range Instrumented Aircraft) by space men, 

EC-135s by military personnel, and 11droop snoots" by Durante and all who appreciate 

a big nose, take off two hours be:ore the launcho 

With a speed of 675 mph and a fuel capacity of 144,750 pounds, they can 

be dispersed to assigned areas quickly and stay airborne for 10 hourso On board 

are seven airmen specially trained to use the Bendix equipmento Seven more tag 

along in case someone gets sicko 

This mission will represent a ma.jar step toward setting the stage for the 

Apollo 11 flight that, hopefully, will land men on the moono The lunar module --

a bug-like, four-legged craft -- is the last major piece of flight equipment to 

be testedo 

"In our business," says McQuay, whose planes will be relaying the Astronauts' 

voices over the Pacific, "it's important to be where it counts, when it countso 

With the big, talented schnozzolos of these planes we might find out before the 

Astr·onauts do whether the moon is made of green cheeseo 11 
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WORLD'S SLOWEST DRIVER 

BEGINS TRIP TO THE MOON - · 

For Immediate Release 

K&"JNE.DY SPACE CENTER -- Ed Walsh is probably the world's slowest driver, 

yet he's the lead··Off man on the trip to the moono 

Ed is not an astronaut, but an employee of Bendix Launch Support Division, 

which has the job of transpo.rting the moon rocket and its mobile launcher -- an 

unwieldy 1206 million pounds rising 451 feet above the ground -- from the Vehicle 

Assembly Building (VAB) at this sprawling space complex to the launch pad, three 

and a half miles awayo 

The rocket and launcher are mounted atop a transporter or "crawler," one 

of the biggest, slowest, strongest, strangest and noisiest land vehicles ever 

devised by mano It weighs another 3o5 million pounds, adding up to a kingsized 

balancing and juggling act calling for, in the words of Fred Renaud, one of the 

control engineers, "some pretty hairy maneuversoil 

The trip normally takes 6 to 8 hours, because the "crawler" lives up to 

its name traveling at a cautious maximum of 075 miles per houro 

"You can't imagine the difference between o7 and o9 miles an hour with 

this much weight," says Frank Reaves, one of the hydraulic engineers. At o7 

the ride is very smooth, at 08 the fibrations may be noticeable, but tolerable, 

and at o9 it's pretty sure to be difficult, to say the least." 

Two transporters, which took three years to make, are maintained and 

operated by Bendixo 

- more -
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Each has two cabs containing the usual controls found in an automobile --

an accelerator, foot and parking brakes, speedometer, air conditioner, radio (for 

two-way communications), adjustable seat and windshield wipero 

Some WC?£m-Up t 

While the accelerator on the family car controls a single engine rated 

at around 250 horsepower, the crawler's counterpart controls 16 motors with a 

capacity of more than 6,000 horsepower, equal to more than 32 automobiles! 

Preparing a transporter for duty goes far beyond the simple turn of an 

ignition keyo The supervisory engineer first advises the control room, the actual 

operating "heart" of the vehicle, that all is ready. 

It takes approximately 90 minutes for the crew of 14 Bendix engineers and 

technicians to start and warm-up the six diesel engines, energize several dozen 

electrical circuits, start up three hydraulic systems, one pneumatic system, a fuel 

system and two lubricating systems, and make a series of checks called for by a 

39-page startup procedure manualo 

Each of the eight tank-like tracks on the transporter is made up of 57 

plates called "shoes," and an individual shoe weighs literally a ton. The largest 

of the six mufflers on the vehicle weighs 3,000 pounds, and is about nine feet long. 

Handling such a monster machine requires a cool head, extreme patience, and 

much teamwork, especially the loading and unloading at either end of the trip. 

"The first time out is an awesome experience," says Ed. "You think about 

that terrific weight up there and what would happen if you had some catastrophic 

malfunctiono You know, on paper, it will do the job, but you wonder if it really 

workso You don't quite know what to listen and look fora" 

-- more --
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Don't Lean On The Brake ---
Inside the VAB, the transporter must be steered with the aid of gauges, 

guidelines, and a personal judgment by Bendix personnel stationed at strategic 

checkpoints, to within two inches of a set of pedestals ranging across the 150-foot 

width of the mobile launcher to allow the load to be firmly bolted down. 

"When a man stands next to the 'crawler,' it looks big," says Bill Clemens, 

supervisor of the transporter team, "but when you see it under the mobile launcher, 

it looks incapable of lifting such a big load." 

But it does, and then begins the slow, painstaking methodical trip to the 

pad. 

"This part of the move is not particularly hard," says Ed, who, by now 

is perched in his cab, steering the massive vehicle. 

"The main concern is just staying on the road, and if you have to stop 

quickly, don't lean on the brake. The small jolts and jerks down here are sledge-

hammers on top." 

"One of the hazards is you tend to overcontrol the machine because it takes 

things so long to happen. You come up to a curve, put in a steering signal, and 

about 25 minutes later you come out of the curve. The tendency is to put all the 

steering in at once." 

At the pad, the transporter now with its crew of as many as 30 men, most 

of them on radios to monitor the trip, must negotiate a 1200-foot-long incline, 

at about a 5 per cent grade, before depositing its precious cargo on another set 

of pedestals. 

Ed and one of his counterparts, possibly Ken Kelley, in the cab on the 

other end of the transporter, steer tre front and rear ends into position, while 

the foreman on the pedestals give verbal directions to move right or left. 

-- more --
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"The effort to negotiate the grade is not notic eabJe on the way up because 

of so much excess power," says Ed, "but coming down you don't dare allow yourself 

to go too fast. She \'!ants to free-wheel and coast, and if you overspeed too far 

the diesel engines will shut off -- which spells trouble! You must keep the speed 

under control. 11 

In Supervisor Clemen's view, connecting the Mobile Service Structure (MSS) 

to the Saturn V at the pad is the trickiest and most delicate maneuver of all. 

1'ight Sgue,2_~ 

The MSS, which towers 402 feet above the ground, provides five access plat-

forms for final checking out and testing the Apollo spacecraft and the rocket 

booster stages. It is hauled to and from its parking site on the crawler. 

"You have only a few inches of clearance when you're mating the structure to 

the pad," said Bennie Smith, who has now relieved Frank as the JEL operator. "There 

are clamshell doors that hinge and close around the bird, and if you run into them 

there will be no shot. It's as simple as that." 

Seven of the 21 men who maintain and operate the crawler are qualified 

drivers. Their formal title is "operating engineer" and each is a graduate engineer. 

They perform a dual role as an expert in hydraulics, diesel engines, electronics, 

electrical power systems or structural maintenance. 

To Clemens, supervising the operation of the "crawler" is exciting, even 

though the incredibly slow vehicle is a tremendous contrast to the speeds which 

he was accustomed to traveling while in the Air Force. 

Now he's a land.lubber, and revels in the accomplishment of traveling 3 1/2 

miles in 6-8 hours. 
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FACT SHJ<~ET 

ON 

CAPE KENNEDY -- The two mammoth Crawler/Transporters at the Kennedy Space 

Center have driven a total of 473 miles in 66 operational moves since the roll-out 

of Apollo/Saturn 501 in late summer of 1967, including the roll-out of the moonship, 

Apollo/Saturn 5060 

Transporter Noo 1 has driven 2L~4 miles while its sister, Crawler Noo 2, has 

rolled up a total of 229 miles. 

The two 6-million·-pound tractor-like crawlers have carried a total of 367 9000 

tons, or three-quarters of a billion pounds in those 66 moves, and have carried 

heights totaling 23,650 feet, or just under l+Yz miles high, an average of 425 feet 

high per missiono 

The Mobile Launcher, carried from the VAB to the pad, a distance of 3% 

miles, is 447 feet high and the Mobile Service Structure, transported from its park 

site to the pad and back by the Transporter, is 402 feet higho 

'l'he Mobile Launcher with the empty Saturn 5 weighs approximately 1206 

million pounds at roll-out, and the Mobile Service Structure weighs approximately 

1106 million pounds. 

Gas, Oil and Water, Et~ 

Normal maintenance of the family car calls for changing oil and lubrication 

every 2,000 miles or thereaboutso The Crawler must change a 400-pound grease drum 

approximately every 11% miles (based on usage of 125 pounds each 3% mile trip from 

the VAB to the pad.) 

- more -
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Where the fmily car uses less than five gallons of water in its radiator 

(unless it's air-cooled), the Crawler needs 500 gallons of water in its six radiators. 

On the large radiator, a 75-horsepower motor is used to pump water through cooling 

systems. 

The family bus has one engine, with an average horsepower of 150 to 200 horse-

power. The Crawler has six diesel engines turning generators that power 16 electric 

motors, putting out 6,000 horsepower to move the monstera 

The Transporte:i."' weighs 6 million pounds. The family car ave.rages 3,000 pounds. 

So the ratio ~s a mere 2,000-to-1. 

One or two mufflers are sufficient on most cars, but the Transporter has six 

mufflers, the largest weighing 3,000 pounds and over nine feet long. 

The Transporter cannot have a flat tire, but when one of the shoes on the 

giant caterpillar-like tracks becomes worn it is replaced with a 2,000-pound new 

shoe, secured with a 100-pound pin. 

1rhe Transporter's six diesel engine.s burn approximately 150 gallons of fuel 

each hour, and the monster moves at approximately one half to three quarters of a 

mile per hour. It takes approximately 825 to 1,000 gallons for a 3Yz-mile trip from 

the VAB to the Pad. 

Autos speed along the highway at rates of 50 to 75 miles per hour, depending 

on local speed laws, but the Transporter will never go faster than one mile per 

hour no matter what the local speed laws allow. 

Most trucks have a load limit of approximately 361000 pounds. The Trans-

porter, with the Mobile Launcher and the Saturn on its back, carries a weight of 

over 12 million pounds, reaching a height of as much as 40 stories. 

The Transporter travels on a "Crawlerway" that's as wide as the New Jersey 

Turnpike. 

- 0 -
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PRETTY TECHNICIAN PUTS 

ASTRONAUTS TO THE TEST 

For Immediate Release 

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER -- The girl seated at the console of NASA's altitude 

chrunber control room is enough to make any astronaut do a double takeo 

Headset nestled in her brown hair, she is sandwiched between male techni-

cians at a console that monitors manned test runs of the Apollo spacecrafto 

Te.nned and brown-eyed Monica Koerner, 21, records information from an array 

of test stations as the Apollo astronauts put their spacecraft through a series of 

systems checkso 

A fringe benefit of her job with Bendix' launch support division is the 

opportunity to meet the astronauts and smile brightly at them as they prepare to 

enter the test chamber. 

The flow of information over her earphones comes in sometimes fast and 

furious, she says. 

She records, "what time we start pump down (air evacuation in the vacuum 

chambers), when we hit maximum altitude -- of almost 50 miles -- and when we're 

back down to sea levelo" 

She listens to the astronauts checking systems on the lunar, command and 

service modules, hears their light-hearted conversations and even listened to 

Astronaut Pete Conrad singing as he checked out Apollo 12. 

She collects autographed photos of the astronauts including Neil Armstrong, 

commander of Apollo 11, wl:Pwill be the first man to set foot on the moon. 

·- more 
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Monica literally lives in the future: when Apollo 11 is launched, she and 

her Bendix team mates will be working on Apollo l3o 

"Apollo 10 was out of the chamber before I came to work here," she 

explained. "We were already at work on Apollo 11 and were soon to begin tests of 

Apollo 12." 

Before joining Bendix she had a secretarial job that she described as a 

"drag compared to this." 

Monica is a native of landlocked Lexington, Ky., but fell in love with 

the sea on a visit to her grandmother here and decided to stay. She now lives in 

Cape Canaveral, only two blocks from the beach. She loves to swim, and that shows 

in her golden tan, set off by her white blouse with its blue Bendix signature. 

She especially appreciates the informality of her jobo She can wear 

slacks on second and third shift, and she wears them very well. 

"I never grumble about having to go to work," she said, "I love it. ; r 

So do the astronauts, reports an informed source. 
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APOLLO MOON LANDING __ w_.,.... __ ._._ •• zw 

HAS STRINGS ATTACHED ---

For Immediate Release 

KENNEDY SPACE CEN'"i1ER -- Charles Lindbergh used a "plumb bob" -- a weight on 

the end of a string -- to help maintain balanced flight during his Atlantic cross-

ing. The two Apollo 11 astronauts who plan to set foot on the moon's surface on 

July 20 will also be assisted by a weight on the end of a st1~ing to make their 

lunar descent. 

The string, of special silk suture thread, and its weight constitute an 

integral part of the thrust-to- weight-ratio indicator, a flight instrument designed 

and built by The Bendix Corporation especially for use in the vicinity of and on 

the moon. 

The instrument measures lune.r acceleration or deceleration in terms of 

moon "g's." (A moon "g" -- gravitational force unit -- is about one-sixth that 

of an earth "g".) The measurement reveals the rate at which the Lunar Module 

descent engine is slowing down the spacecraft as it approaches the moon's surface. 

This is the only purely mechanical instrument aboard the Lunar Module 

spacecraft; all others are at least partially electrical. The tension of a spring 

balances the weight when the instrument is at rest or moving at a constant velocityo 

An increase or decrease in speed is sensed by the weight, which moves in the 

opposite direction. The string's role, along with a series of pulleys, is to 

scale the weight translation into readable units of lunar "g's." 
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DESCEm: THROT'rLE ACTUATOR 

ENSURES SOFT MOON LANDING 

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER -- When Astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin 

set their four-legged spider module on the moon next week, it will be with a jolt 

no greater than that of a three-foot jump on eartho 

To ensure this "soft landing," they will be relying heavily upon a descent 

throttle actuator -- one of three flight instruments produced by the Bendix Corpora-

tion Navigation & Control Division for the Apollo 11 missiono 

The throttle actuator has been designed with a passive "fail-soft" 

redundant circuitry so that it will continue to operate even if a component fails 

or shortso 

The descent engine's servo system controls the position of the descent 

engine's fuel and oxidizer flow valveso Varying the actuator output shaft position 

controls the descent engine's thrust, providing the proper rate of descent" 

The other two Bendix-built instruments are a range rate indicator and 

an ST-124 inertial guidance platform" 

The indicator will keep the lunar module astronauts fully informed of 

their landing and ascent operations on the moon, and later help them rendezvous 

with the command module that will return them safely to earth" 

The inertial guidance platform is the key component that steers the 

Saturn V rocket into qrbit. 
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MOON- MOBILE -- This is an artist's concept of the lunar roving vehicle 

(LRV) designed by The Bendix Corporation. It may be operated in either 

manned or unmanned mode. Astronauts can drive it as they explore the 

moon's surface. Portable life-support systems on the vehicle will permit 

them to roam farther. Unmanned, the LRV would have a two-wheel powered 

trailer and be watched and controlled from earth via television. An 

electric motor is primary power for ea.ch of the LRV' s wheels. 
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DATA DEMODULATOR, vital in Apollo communications, is part of the S-band 

system and handles -- among other chores -- all voice communications to 

and from Apollo 11 astronauts Armstrong, Aldrin and Collinso Bendix field 

engineer Leonard Ao Parker insures uninterrupted flow of messages between 

lunar spacecraft 8J1d mission control in Houstono 

- - - - - - - - - - - -
NEWSBUREAU, THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
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MOON LUGGAGE -- On Apollo ll's journey to the moon next month astronaut 

Neil Armstrong will carry two sdentific units that are part of a 

scientific "package" to be deployed and left on the moon. The package 

seismometer (left) and retro-reflector (right) as carried by company 

"astronaut" Ron Redick here -- was built by The Bendix Corporation. The 

experiment is expected to reveal information about composition of the 

lunar surface and relationship of earth to moon. 

NEWSBUREAU, THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
Aerospace Systems Division 
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ROLL OUT -- When Apollo 11 rolled out of the VAB, the two NASA Crawler/Transporters 

maintained and operated by Bendix had completed 66 missions, rolling up just under 

500 very slow miles and carrying weights of approximately three-quarters of a billion 

pounds. Total heights carried during the missions totaled about 4~ miles high. The 

Transporters carry the Mobile Launcher (almost 450 feet high) and the Mobile Service 

Structure (over 400 feet high) to and from the pad. 

NEWSBUREAU, THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
Launch Support Division 
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
Bill Lyerly - 784-0042 





RACING TO THE MOON -- Ed Walsh pilots the gigantic Crawler/Transporter from the 

VAB to the launch pad, carrying a 12-million-pound load on its back. Ed may be the 

slowest driver in the world, for his huge machine will never go faster than one mile 

per hour, but the 3! miles he and his Bendix teammates cover in getting Apollo 11 from 

the VAB to the pad is a very important 3! miles. Ed works for Bendix launch Support 

Division, who operates and maintains the six-million-pound crawler. 

NEWSBUREAU, THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
launch Support Division 
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
Bill Lyerly - 784-0042 





oFFlClAL BUT pJlETTY -- Monica Koerner, Test Official Recorder for BendiX in the 

Altitude Chambers, smiles pretti}y at the a stronauts as theY pass her console 

post on their way to manned tests on the Apol lo . Monica ' s job is to moni tor and 

record infornation during the tests, and she gets to listen in on the conversations 

of the astronauts. She describes her job as "darned exciting, " cmupired to s ecretarial 

type positions held in the past. ' 

NEVJSBUREA.U, THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
Launch Support Division 
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
Bill Lyerly - 784- 0042 





LISTENING POST -- Monica Koerner, in foreground, listens intently to conversations 

of the astronauts and to reports from the Altitude Chamber systems reporting in, and 

records that infor:rration. In the control room Bendix personnel operate the pumps which 

extract air from the chambers, simulating altitudes up to 50 miles above sea level. 

Monica's exciting job puts her in close contact with the astronauts and among her 

prized posessions is an autographed photograph of Neil Armstrong, who is to be the 

first human to set foot en the surface of the moon. 

NEWSBUREAU, THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
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GO-GO METER, precisely a thrust-to-weight·-ratio indicator, will be used 

by an Apollo 11 astronaut to monitor the thrust of ascent and descent 

engines during lunar landing phase of the flight. The pointer moves along 

a fixed vertical scale that is calibrated from zero to 6.5 lunar-gravity-

units. The Bendix-built device is mounted on lunar module's instrument 

pane lo 
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